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OW that the new planet has been
detected upon photographs taken
years ago we can be sure that
we have a good idea of its orbit. But
doubtless many people still are wonder
ing why it took so long to be sure in
what sort of path it was moving.
How astronomers can work out the
orbit of a planet which they have been
observing but a few weeks is a mystery
to most people. Indeed we might go
further, for even the graduate student
of the science, who has gone through
.
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the long chapter of mathematical for
mulae to be found in treatises on the
calculation of orbits and the still longer
computations which actually apply
them, has often no very clear idea
of the rationale of the complicated
process. He can not see the woods for
the trees.
Yet the thing is not really so hard to
understand and, with due apologies to
the reader whose tastes do not run along
mathematical lines, let us for once con
sider the reader whose interests do, and
try to explain as simply as possible how
the apparently impossible thing is done_
IRST of all we must realize what

F op.t planetary observations actually

tell us. They give the apparent place of
the body in the heavens among the stars ;
that is, each observation tells us very
precisely in just what direction the
planet lay from the earth (more pre
cisely, from the particular spot on our
planet where the observation was made )
at an exactly specified moment. But
an observation by itself tells us nothing
at all about the planet:s distance. Since
the earth's motion about the sun can
be accurately calculated we know just
where it was at the time of observation
( say at E in Figure 1 ) . We can lay off
this point on a diagram and also draw
in the line EX which runs in t!l.e direc
tion in which the planet was seen. (This
line would usually run a little above
or below the plane of the rest of the
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picture, but we may leave such details to
the actual computer. )
But where i s the planet upon this
line ? This is the main problem and it
would be very difficult to solve if we
did not know the laws according to
which the planets move. Suppose that
we have two observations, made at the
time when the earth was at El and E2
( Figure 2 ) . If the planet was standing
still in space we could locate it at the
intersection Y of the lines E1X1 and
E2X2 on which it lay at these moments.
But it was actually moving, and so can
not have been at Y, wherever else it was.

observations may cause a serious one
in our results. Suppose that we have got
the direction of one of the lines, say
E2X2, a little wrong. The distance P1P2
will then be wrong and, when we
compute the time required to make the
circuit of the whole orbit from that of
this short arc, our error will be greatly
magnified ; and the same will be true of
the final calculated distance. For this
reason the computer must assure him
self at the start that the observations
which he uses have been made with
skill and care before he wastes time on
useless calculations.

OW-to take a simple case first

A GAIN we may notice that our prob
l"\. lem, as illustrated in Figure 2, ad
mits of two solutions. Instead of start
ing with an assumed distance less th<;ln
SY we might have adopted a greater one
( SR 1/ in the figure ) . We would then
have found the planet moving backward
about the sun, but by the same process
of trial and error we could have hit on
an assumed distance at which the rate
of motion would agrtte with Kepler's
law. Two quite different planets, then,
one relatively near the sun and moving
forward, the other farther away and
moving backward, each in a circular
orbit, might both have been exactly on
the observed lines at the correct dates.
Later on, of course, their directions
from the earth would differ and a third
observation would tell which was the
true answer ( practically, since all of the
thousand and more known planets move
forward, no doubt would arise ) .
When the orbit is an ellipse ( or a
parabola or a hyperbola in the case of
a comet ) the problem of calculating it
is much more complicated but the prin-

N suppose that the planet's orbit is a

circle. We may then make any guess we
please about its distance ( say SR in
Figure 2 ) , draw a circle with this radius
and find two points P1 and P2 at which
the planet must have been if our guess
was right. But was it right ? We can
test this by using Kepler's Third Law
that the squares of the periods of the
planets are proportional to the cubes
of their distances from the sun. We can
find by measurement on our diagram,
or far more accurately by calculation,
what fraction the arc P1P2 is of the
whole circumference. We know the
time taken between these points and so
can calculate what would be required
to complete the whole orbit at this rate.
If the result agrees with Kepler's law
our guess was right. If not it was wrong
and we try again with a new assumed
distance SR' and get two new positions
p/1 and p/2' This time perhaps we 'find
a motion slower than Kepler's law al. lows, whereas the first time it was too
fast. The true value then lies between
our two guesses and a few
more tries will lead us step
by step to the correct result.
Such calculations are of
ten made in the case of a
X.2----f:?==-:-�=t::--:...y--���
newly discovered asteroid
to get a rough idea of its
orbit and predict where it
may be found a month or
so later. Most of the char
acteristics of the general problem are dples which have just been illustrated
well illustrated by this simple case. In still hold good.
In this case we must have three ob
the first place we see how the applica
tion of the law of motion turns 'an servations instead of two-:-which can
apparently hopeless problem into a be seen ftom very general considera
very simple one. Secondly, we may tions. If we have to find the values of a
. note that a very small error in our certain number of unknown quantities
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-say six-we must have an equal num·
ber of equations ( or, more generally,
of known relations ) from which to find
them. No algebraical skill can get out
the values of all six from only five in·
dependent data.
Now each observation of a planet
gives us two such independent data, the
right ascension and declination. To
specify completely a circular orbit we
require four "elements"-the node and
inclination of the orbit plane,
the planet's distance from the
sun, and its position on the or·
bit at a given instant. Two com·
plete observations giving fotir
data to work on should therefore just suffice to work out a
circular orbit ; as they do. For
an elliptic orbit there are two
more elements to be found-the
eccentricity and the longitude of
perihelion, making six in all ; and
three observations will give us
j ust what we need for a solution.
Once again the principal problem is
to find the planet's distance. How it is
done may best be explained by going
back directly to the law of gravitation.
We have now to take account of the fact
that the orbits of the earth and the plan
et are in different planes both passing
through the sun, as shown in Figure 3.
E,E2Ea and P,P2Pa are the positions
of the earth and planet at the three
dates of observation. It is always possi
ble to pass a plane A (the least shaded
one in the figure ) through the line
E,P1 in such a way that EaPa is paral
lel to it ( though in the case represented
lying higher ) and Ea and Pa are at equal
heights above the plane. Now the sun
attracts both the earth and the planet,
so that their orbits are curved and E.
and P2 lie higher than the other two
points on each orbit. But since the earth
is nearer the sun than the planet, the
sun attracts it more strongly and curves
its orbit more, so that E2 will be farther
from the one line than P2 is from the
other, and will be higher above the
plane A than p. (the more so because
the earth's orbit is more highly inclined
to A than is the planet's ) . Hence the
line E2P. will not be parallel to A, but
will slope downward and meet it at
some point beyond p.,
HE angle of this slope m'ay be found
from our observati ons, which tell us
just where the three lines are-though
not where the points P lie on them.
N ow, making any convenient assump
tion about the distance E.P2, it is pos
sible to calculate the influence of the
sun's gravitation in curving the planet's
orbit (that on the earth's is of course
known ) and hence to find what the slope
of this line should be. Successive trials
would then lead us to the correct value.
When, as in practice, the arcs E,Ea
and P,Pa are but small parts of the
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orbit it is possible to set up an algebraic
equation which saves the time-consum
ing process of solution by trial and er
ror and gives the desired distance direct
ly. This equation is of the eighth degree
but its solution has been made much
easier by the calculation of special ta
bles and presents no great trouble.
When once the planet's distance at the
time of one observation has been deter
mined, its distances at the other two

For a distant body like the new planet
Pluto the apparent motion is slow and
the effects of even very small observ,a
tional errors may be considerable until
observations covering several months
are available. The delay in calculations
and publishing an orbit of this most
interesting body is therefore good evi
dence of the full comprehension which
its discoverers had of the problem,
as well as their excellent judgment.Cortina d' Ampezzo, Italy.
'
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dates may b e found b y another equally
simple application of the laws of mo
tion under gravity (which, however, we
have not space to describe in detail) ,
To calculate the orbit about . the sun is
then easy enough. It may be noticed
that, though the planet's orbit is drawn
as an ellipse in the figure, the same
reasoning would apply in the case of a
hyperbolic comet. In fact the solution
leads automatically to a determination
of eccentricity of the orbit and the size
and shape, whatever they may ,be,
NCE again a small error in any of
observations is likely to be
greatly multiplied in the results of the
calculation. A "first orbit" based on all
three observations is therefore usually
of low accuracy. It serves completely,
however, for predictions g()od enough
to keep track of the planet until, some
months after the discovery, it is lost to
observation in the vicinity of the sun.
Then by utilizing the data obtained in
this interval a ,better orbit can be calcu
lated, sufficient for finding the planet
next year, and sometimes, as has recent
ly been illustrated, on old photographs ;
and then a still better orbit may be
calculated.
The general equation for finding the
planet's distance has sometimes one
real solution and sometimes three, lead
ing to three different orbits in any of
which a planet could move so as to be
on the three given lines at the given
instants. Charlier the distinguished
Swedish astronomer has, however,
shown that when a body is observed
near opposition there can only ,be one
solution of the problem and this is prac
tically always the case for planetary dis
coveries. For a comet observed near the
sun there may be three solutions, as
happened for the great daylight comets
of 1843, 1882, and 1910.
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« EDITOR'S NOTE : In the light
'\ of Professor Russell's lucid
explanation of the standard
method by which astronomers
work out a new orbit, some notes
on Pluto's orbit, by the astrono
mers Ernest Clare Bower and
Fred L. Whipple of Lick Ob
servatory, published in the Aug
ust number of the Publications
of the Astronomical Society of
the Pacific, make interesting reading.
These astronomers state that, between
last January and June, more than
100 accurate observations of the or
bital 'arc described by Pluto were
made 'available by various astrono
mers, "but," they add, "these alone
would not suffice were they not
augmented by observations made possi
ble by the identification of the object
on plates taken before its discovery."
This was because the January-June,
1930, observations would cover only
about 1/500 of the full orbit-a pretty
short arc from which to work out an
accurate orbit. But at this juncture
Mount Wilson, Yerkes and one other
observatory came ,to the rescue with some
old plates of the vintage of 1919, 1921
and 1927, which they had found in
storage. With these "pre-discovery" ob
servations the new arc now represented
a span of 11 years or about 1/25 of the
whole circumference of the orbit, a re
spectable base line from which to per
form calculations. How closely Pluto
now has been pinned down is shown
by the fair agreement in the followjng
results of various astronomers' calcu
lations :

Perihelion
passage due

Eccentricity
of t h e orbit

Inclination
of the orbit

Period of
revolution

By Bower

By Nicholson

and Whipple

and Mayall

reb. 27 . 4 7 3 , 1 9 8 9 June 5 . 5 , 1988

0.253741

0.2575

17°8'57"

17° 09'

2 4 9 . 1 6 6 1 years

2 5 1 . 8 0 years

